SOD FLUME (SODDING OVERLAPPED)

SLOPE DRAIN APPLICATION

TEMPORARY SLOPE DRAIN

Note:
Slope drain slope to be paid for as Slope Drains (Temporary) L.P. based on linear feet of pipe or conduit installed. Payment to be made for one installation per site, including one stab and elbow or one into flume or flashing. Sump, construction and maintenance and curtains to be included in cost for Slope Drains (Temporary). Sandbags to be paid for as Sandbagging C.Y.

15" Metal or Plastic Corrugated Pipe or Plastic Fabric Conduit With Adapters For Staking or Centers (Max.) On Drain Slope, And With Flume or Flashing For Securing Intake at Sump Wall

SECTION AA

SECTION BB

2010 FDOT Design Standards

TEMPORARY SLOPE DRAIN AND SOD FLUME